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Abstract
There are two natural ways of defining the numerical range of a partial matrix. We show
that for each partial matrix supported on a given pattern they give the same convex subset of
the complex plane if and only if a graph associated with the pattern is chordal. This extends
a previously known result (C.R. Johnson, M.E. Lundquist, Operator Theory: Adv. Appl. 50
(1991) 283–291) to patterns that are not necessarily reflexive and symmetric, and our proof
overcomes an apparent gap in the proof given in the above-mentioned reference. We also
define a stronger completion property that we show is equivalent to the pattern being an equi-
valence. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A patternP is a relation on f1; 2; : : : ; ng for some positive integer n, i.e. a subset
of n  n D f.j; k/ V 1 6 j; k 6 ng, and a partial matrix on P (or a P-matrix) is a
complex-valued function defined onP. Informally, a partial matrix is a square matrix
whose entries may not all be specified.
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If T1 and T2 are partial matrices on patterns P1 and P2, respectively, we write
T1  T2 if P1  P2 and T1 is the restriction of T2 to P1. If P is a clique, i.e. a
non-empty subset of n  n consisting of all pairs of the form .i; j/, where i and
j belong to some subset of f1; 2; : : : ; ng, then any P-matrix can be regarded as a
square matrix and an operator on Cm for some positive integer m 6 n. We say that
T2 is a completion of T1 if T2 is a square matrix and T1  T2. Similarly, we say that
T1 is a submatrix of T2 if T1 is a square matrix and T1  T2.
Matrix completion problems are typically concerned with finding completions of
partial matrices T which preserve certain properties of T. In many cases their solutions
can be easily described in terms of properties of an underlying graph G.P/. This is
the directed graph whose vertex set is f1; 2; : : : ; ng and whose edge set is P, i.e.
there is an edge from vertex j to k if and only if .j; k/ 2 P. Chordality often has an
important role. We say that P is chordal if every cycle in G.P/ of length 4 or more
has a chord. Grone et al. [1] showed that ifP is reflexive and symmetric, then every
‘partially positive’ P-matrix has a positive completion if and only if P is chordal.
A related result concerning numerical ranges was proved by Johnson and Lund-
quist [4]. The numerical range of a bounded linear operator T on a complex Hilbert
space H is the set W.T / D f.T e; e/ V e 2H; kek D 1g. The Toeplitz–Hausdorff
theorem states that W.T / is always convex. A useful computer algorithm for plotting
the numerical range of matrices is given in [5].
There are two ways of defining the numerical range of a partial matrix T. The in-
ner numerical range W1.T / is the convex hull of the numerical ranges of all subma-
trices of T, and the outer numerical range W2.T / is the intersection of the numerical
ranges of all completions of T. If A and B are square matrices and A  T  B, then
W.A/  W.B/, and it follows that W1.T /  W2.T / and that W1.T / D W.T / D
W2.T / if T is also a square matrix. We say that a patternP has the numerical range
completion property if W1.T / D W2.T / for everyP-matrix T . The main result in [4]
states that a reflexive symmetric pattern has the numerical range completion property
if and only if it is chordal.
We have discovered what appears to be a gap in the proof of the ‘only if’ part of
this result. Their proof correctly shows that if P is not chordal and T is a partially
positiveP-matrix with no positive completion, then there is a negative number  that
is contained in the intersection of the numerical ranges of all Hermitian completions
of T. The problem is their assertion at this point of the proof that it follows that 
is in the numerical range of every completion of T. Since Re W.T / D W.Re T /, it
follows that the numerical range of every completion of T contains a number whose
real part is . However, it is conceivable that this may not imply their claim. We have
not been able to prove or disprove their claim, but we have been able to construct a
family of examples where their claim holds, and use this family to complete their
proof. We also examine inner and outer numerical ranges of partial matrices defined
on patterns which are not necessarily reflexive or symmetric.
In Section 4, we define a stronger numerical range completion property and prove
it coincides with the pattern P being an equivalence.
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2. Subpatterns
The reflexive part,PR, of a patternP is the largest reflexive subpattern ofP. Thus
PR is given byPR D P \ Cl.P/, where Cl.P/ is the clique f.j; k/ V .j; j/ 2 P and
.k; k/ 2 Pg. Similarly, the reflexive symmetric part,PRS, ofP is the largest reflexive
and symmetric subpattern ofP, and is given byPRS D PR \ .PR/, where for any
pattern Q, Q D f.k; j/ V .j; k/ 2 Qg. Clearly PRS  PR  P. We shall show that
a pattern has the numerical range completion property if and only if its reflexive
symmetric part has the same property. This claim is made in [4], but no proof is
given there.
For anyP-matrix T, we let TR and TRS denote the restrictions of T toPR andPRS,
respectively. Clearly, if T 0  T ; then any completion of T is also a completion of T 0
and any submatrix of T 0 is also a submatrix of T. So it follows that W1.T 0/  W1.T /
and W2.T 0/  W2.T /. Furthermore, any submatrix of T is also a submatrix of TRS.
So we have
W1.TRS/ D W1.TR/ D W1.T / (1)
and
W2.TRS/  W2.TR/  W2.T /: (2)
We shall show that equality holds in (2), and for this we need some preliminary
results.
Lemma 1. Suppose that H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space; A;E 2 B.H/
and that E is an orthogonal projection. Then\
2C
W.E? C A/ D W.EAjEH/; where E? D I − E:
Proof. The inclusion  follows easily from the fact that E?jEH D 0. So we
need to show that any open half-plane containing W.EAjEH/ also containsT
2C W.E? C A/. By replacing A by eiA C I for suitably chosen positive real
numbers  and , we may assume that W.EAjEH/ is contained in fz V Re z > 0g.
Since W.EAjEH/ is compact, W.EAjEH/  fz V Re z > rg for some r > 0. Let
 D r−1 ∥∥A0∥∥2 C ∥∥A0∥∥, where A0 D Re A. Then for any e 2H,
Re..E? C A/e; e/ D ..E? C A0/e; e/
D 
∥∥∥E?e
∥∥∥2C.A0E?e;E?e/C.A0E?e;Ee/C.A0Ee;E?e/C.A0Ee;Ee/
>
(
 − kA0k kE?ek2 − 2kA0kkE?ekkEek C rkEek2
D r−1

kA0kkE?ek − rkEek
2
> 0;
and so W.E? C A/ is contained in the right half plane, as required. 
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Remark 1. Lemma 1 is a generalization of the equality
T
2C W.I C A/ D ;,
which holds for any operator A on a Hilbert space.
Remark 2. A simple modification of the proof of Lemma 1 shows that if H is
infinite-dimensional, then
W.EAjEH/ 
\
2C
W.E? C A/  W.EAjEH/
for any operator A and any orthogonal projection E in B.H/.
To see that the closure is necessary, let H DKK, where K is an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space, and choose D 2 B.K/ such that W.D/ D .0; 1U. Let
A D

0 I
I D

and E D

0 0
0 I

:
Then D D EAjEH, but T2C W.E? C A/ D T0; 1U.
Lemma 2. Suppose thatH is a Hilbert space; A 2 B.H/ and thatM is a linear
subspace of B.H/. Then\
X2M
W.A C X/ D
\
X;Y2M
W.A C X C Y /:
Proof. The inclusion  is obvious. Now suppose that W.A C X C Y /  fz V Re
eiz > rg, where X;Y 2M and  and r are real numbers. Then
Re

ei .A C X C Y /

D Re

ei .A C X C e−2iY /

:
So W.A C Z/  fz V Re ei z > rg, where Z D X C e−2iY 2M, and the reverse
inclusion follows. 
We say that a matrix A D .aij / is orthogonal to a pattern P and we write A?P
if aij D 0 for all .i; j/ 2 P. If A1 is any completion of aP-matrix T, then A2 is also
a completion of T if and only if .A1 − A2/?P:
Lemma 3. For any partial matrix T we have
W2.TRS/ D W2.TR/ D W2.T /:
Proof. Suppose that T is a P-matrix and that A0 is a completion of TR. Then A1 D
A0 C B is a completion of T for some B?Cl.P/. Let E denote the diagonal matrix
diag.ej /njD1, where
ej D

1 if .j; j/ 2 P;
0 if .j; j/ =2 P:
Then E??P, and T  E? C A1 for any  2 C. So by Lemma 1,
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W2.T / 
\
2C
W.E? C A1/ D W.EA1jECn/:
But EA1jECn D EA0jECn , and W.EA0jECn /  W.A0/. So
W2.T /  \fW.A0/V A0 is a completion of TRg D W2.TR/:
The reverse inclusion is in (2), and so W2.T / D W2.TR/:
For the second equality, observe that B is a completion of TR if and only if B D
A0 C X for some X?PR; and that C is a completion of TRS if and only if C D
A0 C X C Y  for some X;Y?PR. So by Lemma 2
W2.TR/ D
\
X?PR
W.A0 C X/ D
\
X;Y?PR
W.A0 C X C Y / D W2.TRS/: 
Theorem 4. Suppose thatP is a pattern which has the numerical range completion
property. Then so does any pattern Q for whichPRS D QRS.
Proof. This follows easily from (1), (2) and Lemma 3. 
3. Chordality and numerical range
In this section, we prove that a pattern has the numerical range completion prop-
erty if and only if its reflexive symmetric part is chordal. This extends the result of
Johnson and Lundquist to patterns which are not reflexive and symmetric, and our
proof overcomes the apparent gap in the proof given in [4]. We need to establish some
preliminary results. The first shows that the numerical range completion property is
hereditary.
Lemma 5. Any induced subpattern of a pattern with the numerical range comple-
tion property also has the numerical range completion property.
Proof. Suppose that P has the numerical range completion property and that C is
the clique f.i; j/ V i; j 2 Sg for some subset S of f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let T 0 be aP0-matrix,
whereP0 is the induced subpatternP \ C. We need to show that W1.T 0/ D W2.T 0/.
If W1.T 0/ D ;; then PR D ;. Let A be a completion of T 0. Then I C A is also
a completion of T 0 for any scalar , and so W2.T 0/  T2C W.I C A/ D ;.
If W1.T 0/ =D ;; then choose  2 W1.T 0/ and let T denote theP-matrix T D .tjk/
which is an extension of T 0 and satisfies
tjk D

 if j D k;
0 if j =D k;
for each .j; k/ 2 P nP0. Then W1.T / D W1.T 0/. Furthermore, since T 0  T , and
W2.T 0/  W2.T /, W2.T 0/  W2.T / D W1.T / D W1.T 0/. So W1.T 0/ D W2.T 0/,
and henceP0 has the numerical range completion property. 
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For each m > 4 let Gm D f.i; j/ V ji − j j 6 1g [ f.1;m/; .m; 1/g (The m  m
pattern Gm consists of the main ‘tri-diagonal’ and the ‘corners’.). The next lemma is
the key technical result we need to establish the main theorem.
Lemma 6. Suppose that V is the m-square matrix .cos..j − k///mj;kD1; where
m > 4 and  D =.2.m − 1//. Then
1: V is positive definite;
2: rank V D 2; and
3: for each D?Gm there is a non-zero vector e 2 Cm such that Ve D 0 and
.De; e/ D 0:
Proof. Properties 1 and 2 follow from the fact that V D AA, where
A D

1 cos  cos 2 : : : cos.m − 2/ 0
0 sin  sin 2 : : : sin.m − 2/ 1

:
For property 3 let
c D .cos ; cos 2; : : : ; cos.m−2// ; sD.sin ; sin 2; : : : ; sin.m−2// ;
and write
D D
0
@ 0 D12 0D21 D22 D23
0 D32 0
1
A ;
where D?Gm;D21;D23;D12;D32 2 Cm−2; and where D22 is an .m − 2/-square
matrix. Then e 2 ker V if and only if e D .−xc; x;−xs/ for some x 2 Cm−2.
For such an e, .De; e/ D −.T x; x/, where
T D cD12 C D21c − D22 C sD32 C D23s;
and so we need to show that 0 2 W.T /.
Suppose that 0 =2 W.T /: By multiplying by ei’ for a suitable real number ’, we
may assume that Re T is strictly positive definite. Write D12 C D21 D 2.1; 2; : : : ;
m−2/, and D32 C D23 D 2.1; 2; : : : ; m−2/, and let tjk and jk denote the .j; k/
entries of Re T and Re D22; respectively. Then
tjk D k cos j C k cos k C k sin j C j sin k − jk:
Let Tj denote the 2  2 principal submatrix
tj;j tj;jC1
tjC1;j tjC1;jC1

of Re T for 1 6 j 6 m − 3. Since jk D 0 if jj − kj 6 1, we have
Tj D

2uj yj C izj
yj − izj 2ujC1

;
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where
uj D Re.j cos j C j sin j/;
yj D Re.jC1 cos j C j cos.j C 1/ C jC1 sin j C j sin.j C 1//;
zj D Im.jC1 cos j − j cos.j C 1/ C jC1 sin j − j sin.j C 1//:
Since Re T is strictly positive definite, so too is each Tj . So uj > 0 for 1 6 j 6
m − 2 and det Tj D 4ujujC1 − y2j − z2j > 0 for 1 6 j 6 m − 3. Therefore 4ujujC1
> y2j ; and so xjxjC1 > yj where x2j D 2uj . It follows that
m−3X
jD1
xjxjC1 >
m−3X
jD1
yj :
Now
yj D .uj C ujC1/ cos  − .vj − vjC1/ sin ;
where
vj D Re.j sin j − j cos j/:
So
m−3X
jD1
yj D
m−3X
jD1
(
uj C ujC1

cos  C .vm−2 − v1/ sin :
Since D?Gm it follows that 1 D m−2 D 0. So
v1 sin  D −Re 1 cos  sin  D −u1 cos ;
vm−2 sin  D Re m−2 sin.m − 2/ sin  D um−2 cos :
Therefore
m−3X
jD1
xjxjC1 >
m−3X
jD1
yj D 2
m−2X
jD1
uj cos  D
m−2X
jD1
x2j cos : (3)
On the other hand, the tridiagonal matrix G 2Mm−2 given by
G D
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
2 cos  −1 0    0 0 0
−1 2 cos  −1 . . . . . . 0 0
0 −1 2 cos  . . . . . . . . . 0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 2 cos  −1 0
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
. −1 2 cos  −1
0 0 0    0 −1 2 cos 
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
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is positive definite. (In fact det G D sin.m − 1/= sin  D cot  > 0; and the deter-
minant of any principal submatrix of G is the product of positive factors of the form
sin k=sin  , where 2 6 k 6 m − 1.) So
.Gx; x/ D 2
0
@m−2X
jD1
x2j cos  −
m−3X
jD1
xjxjC1
1
A > 0
for all x D .x1; x2; : : : ; xm−2/ 2 Rm−2, and since this inequality contradicts (3), we
conclude that no such T exists. So 0 2 W.T / and property 3 holds. 
Corollary 7. No pattern of the form Gm for m > 4 has the numerical range com-
pletion property.
Proof. Suppose that m > 4 and that T is the Gm-matrix whose .1;m/ and .m; 1/
entries are both 0 and whose other entries are all 1. Then W1.T /  T0;1/. Now
let V and  be as in Lemma 6, and let B D .sec /V C .1 − sec /I . Then B is a
completion of T and, by Lemma 6,  D 1 − sec  < 0 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity
m − 2. Moreover, if A is any other completion of T and D D B − A, then by Lemma
6 there is a unit vector e 2 Ker.B − I/ such that .De; e/ D 0. So  2 W2.T /, and
therefore W1.T / =D W2.T /. 
Theorem 8. A pattern has the numerical range completion property if and only if
its reflexive symmetric part is chordal.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4 we can assume thatP is reflexive and symmetric. The
‘if’ part is proved in [4]. So suppose that P is not chordal. Then G.P / contains a
chordless cycle with at least four vertices, and there is an induced subpattern of P
of the form Gm (after a possible reordering of the vertices 1; 2; : : : ; n). It follows
from Corollary 7 and Lemma 5 that neither Gm nor P has the matrix completion
property. 
4. Strong numerical range completion property
We conclude with a related result. We say that a pattern P has the strong numer-
ical range completion property if every P-matrix T has a completion A for which
W1.T / D W.A/. This property is indeed stronger than the numerical range comple-
tion property because W1.T /  W2.T /  W.A/ for any completion A of a partial
matrix T. We show thatP has this property if and only if it is an equivalence relation,
that is, up to permutation similarity,P is a block-diagonal pattern.
The following proof is a great simplification of our original proof and was kindly
provided by the referee.
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Theorem 9. A pattern has the strong numerical range completion property if and
only if it is an equivalence.
Proof. The only if part is obvious. Conversely, suppose the patternP has the strong
numerical range completion property. Suppose thatP is a pattern and thatPRS is its
reflexive and symmetric part. We define a partial matrix T D .tjk/ onP as follows:
tjk D

0 if .j; k/ 2 PRS;
1 if .j; k/ 2 P nPRS:
Since W1.T / D W1.TRS/, it follows that
W1.T / D
; if PRS D ;;
f0g if PRS =D ;:
Suppose that A is a completion of T. If P =D PRS; then A =D 0. But W.A/ D 0 if
and only if A D 0 [2], and hence W.A/ =D W1.T /. Since this is a contradiction we
conclude that P D PRS. This proves reflexivity and symmetry, and it remains to be
shown thatP is transitive.
IfP is not transitive, it has an induced 3  3 subpatternP1 of the form0
@   
 
1
A :
Let T be theP1-matrix0
@0 11 0 i
i 0
1
A
and let A be theP-matrix whose restriction toP1 is T and whose other entries are all
0. One readily checks that W1.A/ is the convex hull of f1;−1; i;−1g: Suppose that
A0 is a completion of A so that W.A0/ D W1.A/, and that T 0 is the corresponding
3  3 completion of T : Then
W1.A/  W.T 0/  W.A0/ D W1.A/;
and so W.T 0/ D W1.A/ and has four non-differentiable boundary points,
namely 1;−1; i;−1. Each of them must be an eigenvalue of T 0, by Horn and
Johnson [3, 1.6.3], which is impossible. HenceP must be transitive, and the proof is
complete. 
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